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INTRODUCTION

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 Rinse & Chill® (RC) is a process applied to the carcass immediately after
exsanguination that infuses a chilled substrate solution into the carotid
artery which also facilitates the removal of blood.
 This process was developed with the aim of more rapidly chilling
carcasses but also to improve tenderness and meat color [2].
 Recent studies have shown the application of RC in bison carcasses
reduced toughness by 24% [3].
 In a lamb study, Fowler et al. [4] reported an improvement in fresh meat
color as well as a significant reduction in shear force (11 newtons) as a
result of RC application.

OBJECTIVES
 The aim of our study was to determine the effect of vascular RC on
meat quality and shelf life of cull dairy cows in comparison to
conventional carcass harvest procedures.



LC RC resulted in a higher (P<0.05) pH than C but no differences were found in pH at 24 h PM.



LC RC had a lower (P<0.05) temperature in the LM and SM at 1 h PM than C.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS



RC had higher deoxymyoglobin at day 7 compared to control.



RC had lower value for metmyoglobin on day 7 of display.

SM

 Treatments
Twenty-four lean cows (LC) and twelve grain-finished cows (GF) were randomly
assigned of two treatments, Control (CC): stunned, exsanguinated and processed
under standard plant protocol with high voltage electrical stimulation (ES); Rinse and
Chill® (RC; MPSC Inc., Eden Prairie, MN): stunned, exsanguinated, RC infused and
processed under standard plant protocol with no high voltage electrical stimulation.

LC CC: n=10: carcasses were conventionally chilled (plus ES)

LC RC: n=12: chilled using RC (without ES)

GF CC: n=6: conventionally chilled (plus ES)

GF RC: n=5: chilled with RC (without ES)



RC had lower oxymyoglobin compared to control at day 1



RC had higher metmyoglobin at days 4 and 7.

LM


RC did not affect the chemical states of myoglobin.

Grain-finished Cows

 Ground beef manufacture
 LC ground beef: LC lean muscles
 GF ground beef: LC ground beef plus GF fat



RC higher deoxymyoglobin at day 7



RC lower metmyoglobin at day 1 and 7.
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No difference for L* and
b*



RC had higher a* at day 7

RC higher a* - more red at
day 7

SM

 Dependent variables

Temperature and pH (1, 4, 8, 12, and 24 h PM)

Total aerobic plate count (APC) on carcasses at 24 h PM

Moisture and fat: ground beef (SMART Trac II)

Shear force and cooking losses (aged postmortem: 14 d, LC; 10 d, GF)

Color CIE on Longissimus (LM), semimembranosus (SM), and ground
beef (displayed 1, 4, 7 d); Chemical states of myoglobin measured on
ground beef at 4 d PM, displayed for 1,4,7 days. Microbial analysis (APC,
enterobacteriaceae, lactic acid bacteria) on 7 d PM.



No difference between
treatments for L*, a* or b*

LM


RC had higher L* for day 7
and higher b* at day 4

LM


No difference for L*



RC had higher a* and b*
at day 1

APC
• No difference between treatments for APC
Lactics
• RC had higher lactics at day 7
Enterobacteriaceae
• No differences between treatments

 Statistical analysis
Animal served as the experimental unit and data were analyzed with PROC MIXED
model.

CONCLUSIONS
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 Rinse & Chill® technology has potential to:
 Decrease the carcass temperature early postmortem
 Increase dressing percentage
 Reduce carcass surface microbial counts
 Improve the quality and shelf life of meat from cull cows
 Results may be influenced by cow type
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